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It is an honor to present to you this edition of Surgam, the first in-print issue since 

Columbia’s campus shut down due to the coronavirus pandemic. We received 

more than 100 literary and visual submissions this semester--from past contrib-

utors and new, from students associated with the Philolexian Society and those 

who know little about it. Operating (virtually) continuously since 1802, it would 

be all too easy to get caught up in our past, in the way things have been done 

before, but through our collective effort and the contributions of our featured 

artists, Surgam continues to be a voice for literature and art that pushes the 

boundaries.

The Editorial Board and I feel so honored to have considered all the work we re-

ceived, and we hope that you will be as moved by the featured pieces  as we were.

Please enjoy our magazine, and hold fast to the spirit of youth.

All the best, Lucie Swenson
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Fufu (noun)
— Mashed balls of cassava flour, mixed with water
Dodo (noun)
— A side of fried plantains common in West Africa
Puff puff (noun)
— Traditional African pastry made of fried dough

Fufu
Dodo
Puff puff

Served with a course of okra soup
Charred ribs and blackened hot dogs
At cousin number 23's graduation party
After Auntie spent too many hours
Slaving away, canola oil splattering her
As she hurried between pan and deep fryer

FOR THE SOUL
Crystal Foretia

Fufu
Dodo
Puff puff

Fufu was the last meal shared between father and daughter
Closing a distance of one ocean, two continents, and three years 
apart
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Dodo was the afternoon snack she ran home to, her face beaming
With pride and prepubescent sweat after conquering the monkey bars
Puff puff was the confection that impressed everyone at International 
Night
Sugar-dipped and sizzling along the gums of ravenous grade schoolers

Fufu
Dodo
Puff puff

You always find the first traveling its way
Down Father’s throat after Sunday mass
You always find the second when Mama sensed
With African intuition that her baby had a bad day
You always find the third swallowed away
After someone slinks downstairs past bedtime

Fufu
Dodo
Puff puff

No, these are not a girl’s first words
But rather a first love
Expressed on her plate

I'M GOING TO COVER MYSELF WITH JAM AND 
GO TO THE FOREST

Tasnia Tahsa
And you’ll think she’ll try to save you 
 
Yes 
 
How will she even know you’re in the forest covered in jam waiting 
for a bear to eat you 
 
Well that’s a two parter question there so a) I am not waiting for a 
bear to come eat me, I am just wandering around jam covered I have 
a reason for the jam I was eating -
 
And you think when she finds you she’ll fall in love with you 
 
Well yes but it’s a two parter too you see first I'm covered in...



in class today a good American
boy told me western civilization
(something or other) invented
racism. He sparkled with guilt
and arrogance. If you could
squeeze all the hate into one
person and kill them off, it
would leak back into the water
to return. I miss Jesus. Our
relationship once upon a time
was deep and parasocial. He
never returns my calls anymore.
After class, I saw through the cracks
on my hand-me-down phone mom
had messaged, she said 

 and I wrote her a long
letter back with all the exotic
new fruits I had tasted of western
civilization, did you know they
just drink it out of the tap here,
I saw a guy gurgling in the bathroom
and he drank from the sink. His
Adam’s apple bobbed like them
apples they bob for in October,
did you know, did you know.

that people call me Martin here,
because you looked at MLK once
and thought what a fine American
name. I am terrified of being
shot by strangers with a cause
because I have no agenda, so any
cause at all is greater than mine.
When you use your legal name
they will ask five times how do you
really pronounce that and still
get it wrong. I answer to whatever
so long as I can tell it’s me —

the CVS lady calls me how are you!
because I’m there so often

4

KIDS TALK: WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Sang Yun Jee
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for gallon bottles of mineral water
that never seem to be in stock.
What name? What pronouns? What —
in Korea there is no he-she-they at all,
and I’m hesitant to refer to others
for fear of mispronouncing them
and seeing their nice faces shrink,
for fear of the split silence after the laugh
and this cordiality of strangers. What
music do you like, what voices do you
keep in your ears. I like pop,
which was everywhere as a kid
and apparently it’s really big now
and it’s called K-pop, and I also
like the strange new genres of rock
and hip-hop, where names like David
Bowie and Biggie and 6ix9ine
voice thoughts from a strange world.
And I like to listen to the good young
Americans who want all the blame
for themselves, as though others were
incapable of atrocities of our own.



DAMNED BODIES
Ashley Yung

  My mother was once eighteen. She was once called pretty on 
the streets of Brooklyn and vindicated asphalt with chewing gum, as 
she squeezed into a tight blue dress and memorialized her maiden 
name between browning yellow pages. My mother once loved the 
Hudson River till it bled bagpipes and then she tested into a special-
ized high school where she was awarded dreams and delivered the 
valedictorian speech.
 My mother is full of nonbelief. She spends her money trying 
to believe again: in the divine, in the geometry of painting, in the 
practice of holy union by being one with her art. The doctor diag-
nosed her with bipolar disorder when she was eighteen and crum-
pled into a seizure the afternoon after she gave the valedictorian 
speech. They found her lying on the school bathroom floor after 
having taken six grams of happy juice. She was so happy, she was so 
happy. Besides the dream letter to the dream college, she had a pet
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cat and two moles on her legs and a wish to aviate without a plane. 
The window was ajar. She said she didn’t jump because she had a 
vision. She had a vision of a daughter-child with chubby cheeks and 
sponge hands for soaking up midnight hours and being rocked to 
sleep. In that moment, she felt love again and she painted me six 
years before I was ever born. It was really me, even though it looked 
nothing like me. My mother called it Love.

***
I live in Sacramento, California. A decade later, my father got sick of 
drain pipes, rats, freshly-minted newspapers and the scent of under-
ground sewage lines. He carries a briefcase and leaves for the train 
station at twelve fifty-two in the afternoon. It is an eight minute walk 
to a 24 hour diner, where he watches the trains come and pass by, 
starting with the one o’clock.
 My father has been writing at that diner ever since he got 
fired from the Sacramento Bee. That was seven years ago. We got 
evicted from our little blue house on 48th street with the billowing 
white curtains and double dutch oven because he had misquoted the 
senator. It was a year of riots, and for us, a year of vacancy. Instead 
of finding a new job, he began working on a collection of short sto-
ries. In the place of our old house, my father wanted to create a new 
life. It was an imagined home and he peopled it with figments of his 
imagination and ruminations on the life he wanted returned to him. 
It always took place in New York City and it always had Love. I was 
right here, he could not see me, all he could see was me through the 
eyes of my mother.
 The diner floor beneath him rattles with the passing trains. 
My father is well over a century too late, well past the time of Monet 
and those Impressionist painters who caught the haze in a hurry. 
Instead, he takes his time. He opens his laptop to the web interface. 
He brushes his beard and begins his search on domestic life, how 
to set the household figures in place: First, there is a mother. She is 
chaotic. She is woman and he is man, except she serves him ribs. Her 
own.
 Stewed in her own broth, frothed in her own good counte-
nance. Their love is real love. It is pure, transactional.

***
Because of him, my mother’s nonbelief grew even larger. One time, 
she made it downtown at dusk, just when the neon sign of a local 
psychedelic shop lit up. She read the purple letters and thought the 
font looked much prettier than the Verdana font on her prescription 
medication. She was a painter, and the lines of worry converged at 
the foreground, at a sharp turn in Tribeca. The psychedelics told 
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her she would be beautiful, she would be mother and she would be 
world-renowned. At night, she would persist at her worldly ambi-
tions and watch soap operas while unconscious on the floor.
 Sometimes, I would catch him slicing pears the way she 
did—he did not like pears. He would stare at the blade as he diced 
onions, the tears from his eyes potenting a soup both sweet and 
sour. Sometimes, he would watch soap operas and carry an ashtray 
instead of a sleeping carcass to bed with him. It was all so beautiful. 
My father’s dishes piled up and the window blinds broke. The Sun 
did not deliver us, deliver with the morning paper. We lived on our 
own planet of takeout food and molded photo albums and fiction-
alized stories. He did not have a car, so I had to walk to school. It 
was a large public high school that gave straight-B report cards and 
fiber-filled lunch swipes, a school that hushed rumors.

***
When I was three, my mother was sent to the psychiatric ward. It 
is a very sad, quite odd story. In between soap operas, they would 
play this commercial advertisement for feminine shaving products. 
Lucreta’s—was the name of the razor blade. Lucreta’s Premium 
Razor, top of the line, skin sharp, smooth to the touch. Up until this 
point my mother had a history of burning herself, said it punched 
like a cigarette. And there was the chronic scratching and the blue 
bitten-down nails and the habitual slashing of her left thigh till she 
paralyzed like a chicken breast and baked under the New York sun. 
She was trying to half herself in all the ways, give her daughter a 
hyphenated last name by filing for a divorce. She slashed their photo 
albums, she slashed off my hair, she began scraping off her skin until 
my father shrieked at the kitchen floor, a garbage mass of peeled off 
flesh like a carrot skin. But my mother was not orange but porcelain, 
was almost passing through—transparent enough to blot out from 
the vision.
 My father told me this story once by mistake when he was 
very sad and blood-shot drunk. No matter how he tried, nothing 
canvassed his mind completely erased. He sobbed violently at the 
recollection, almost as violent as her hubris hands, and I held him 
as he shook. But between us stood her dismembered body. Her body 
was vain, it could outrun our intellect even when chased to all of its 
hiding places. A game of hide and seek. The problem was my mother 
was no sanctuary. Once we found her, the body could not be saved.
My father did not know I was there when it happened. He replayed 
his memory differently than I replayed mine. It wasn’t all sad. “Look 
away,” my mother had sobbed. Her eyes were wracked with guilt, I 
knew that face very well, right before she had a fatal impulse. Given 
her mental condition and the drugs, her mind was very broken. With
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no mental conscience, I became her physical one. “Baby, look away.” 
I did not know this then, but if I had remained looking, she would 
not have endured Lucreta’s wrath. When my mother had taken the 
razor to her body, I was watching Cartoon Network. I watched the 
same story on repeat, where Amelia Granger was on a quest to find 
her missing twin sister. When my father shrieked, Amelia’s second 
self had been found—the noise of these revelations blended together.
 If you play the memory enough times, it is psychologically 
mistaken. How all that remains is her body, a body of art, but how 
we remember the body differently each time. I was once an exten-
sion of her hands. As if she brushed hair from my face enough times 
as a child, she could lift the straying mind and save herself. The truth 
was, my father once showed me Love the painting. He did not know 
this image would ruin me. He smiled melancholy and said, “Here 
is proof. Your mother loves you very, very much”. I was only eleven 
years old, only a year after her final attempt. I hated my painted 
self and how she bore my mark on the world. How I was conceived 
without any say, how my hair was mixed on a cool-toned palette and 
my eyebrows softened as if they never had questions stuck on their 
nervous system. I am not Love—Love is ignorant, Love is no perma-
nent condition.

***
Love was stagnant, but I was a moving child. My mother was not the 
type to keep me bounded. She did not install a child lock to prevent 
me from her kitchen of artistic creationism. I was permitted to spill 
her expensive turpentine and finger-paint her masterful sketch-
books. Once she had labored three months over a mixed media col-
lage—wax and gold vellum and blue sewing thread. She was spinning 
a working hypothesis on who was guilty and who was blameless. 
The night before her gallery showcase, my four year old self spilled a 
bowl of Lucky Charms, the candied milk swirling in with the careful-
ly crafted commentary.
 My mother kissed me four times on the forehead and re-
opened the supply closet. “What next?” she asked me. The next day, 
the mixed media installation did not sell. Or for the week afterwards. 
So she put it on display in the living room. My mother was beauti-
ful like that. She was never wrathful. Perhaps resentful, but all of 
this was expressed with her hands: through art, through self-harm, 
through braiding my hair in tight knots until my scalp stung. With 
her mouth, she was instructive, kind.
 “Do you have matchsticks?” my mother asked the CVS phar-
macist. “My daughter is building a rocket to Mars.” I was only seven, 
and I had spent the year entering science fairs and ending up in 
ninth or tenth place. Usually there were only nine or ten contestants, 
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but my mother refused to help me during my scientific process and 
instead tossed around lofty Descartes quotes. Whenever I whined, 
she would laugh her ass off and tell me to cool down with a glass of 
water. When I wanted to use her supplies—her wood, her paint, her 
plaster, her brilliant mind—she would charge me by the item and 
bag them professionally in recycled Walmart plastics. My mother 
would clap loudest when I failed and always scoffed at the first place 
winner, whispering under her breath, “I bet his mother had a fun 
time building that. Look at the toad, his brain is a mechanical wash-
board and his hands seem smooth as a baby’s asscheeks.”

***
In my mind, Love has a sister—it is Envy. The two built-in best 
friends imitate each other and share the same trousers. What my 
father never says, what he will not admit, is that he was envious of 
my mother and her sustained creativity. The way she drank straight 
black coffee at four am and asked the doorman about his daughter’s 
ballet concert and late wife’s Jimi Hendrix cassette tape collection. 
Strangers loved my mother very, very much because she was warm 
and insurmountable, like a holiday greetings card. She was open, 
open to interpretation, and very cunning about the sadness she 
let on. It was not real sadness, it was a party trick she told to enter 
inside the great room with all the skeletons. She was very sad that 
in order to be a visual artist you sometimes have to crossover into 
performance art.
 What she did not say was she was sorry she did it. She would 
gaze into a stranger’s eyes, their souls, and steal them. She would 
buy them lunch and carry their groceries and babysit their plants, all 
because she was sorry. She would go to the kitchen and smash their 
skulls for more meat, more despair, and yolk out their trauma and 
beauty and facefires until their lungs were being ripped out and their 
mouths distorted, sometimes lost. They would stare back at her, 
pleading with their large eyes, and she would be very sorry since she 
could not fix them, only capture their brokenness.

***
My father would read me bedtime stories. They were always his own, 
the ones he had worked on in the diner. Sometimes, he would steal 
my mother’s language and say “sorry”, he was always saying sorry. It 
wasn’t an instinctual or memorized type of sorry, it was one birthed 
out of deep sorrow. He moved my mother’s paintings from the base-
ment to the entryways. He wanted to pass through her, see the world 
the way she saw. It worked, all of his stories ended with death.
 When I was ten, my mother jumped into the American River 
while house paint was still drying. I knew it was a mistake, since
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that morning my mother filled the industrial-sized fridge with beef 
tongue and fresh pears and purchased Chrysanthemums for the 
coffee table. There was chicken defrosting in the sink next to her 
dirty paint brushes. I knew it was a mistake, since she promised 
we’d finish watching Criminal Minds together and she cleared her 
calendar for Saturday to watch me graduate from elementary school. 
When I got the news, I told my teacher it was a mistake, it had to be 
a mistake. Since my father said my mother was once very, very sad 
but now she has medication and a new big house in California and a 
contract with the but now she has medication and a new big house in 
California and a contract with the ArtCollaborative gallery.

The first thing my father did was remove the mirrors. When he was 
forced to look at himself, he became cruel and quiet. We did not 
visit the river for a whole year because instead of seeing her face, 
we could only see our reflection. We could only feel blame, hear the 
whitewater rush of guilt. We held a funeral service in Sacramento, 
but a plane full of people flew in from New York. They lingered long 
in the garden and hugged me, said I was so beautiful with my pretty 
poppyseed freckles. Just like my mother. That year was hard. The 
California droughts began, my hands cracked and the landmass 
opened to a wide expanse of confusion and haze. I felt resentment, 
I felt empty, I felt chaotic and scarred. I learned the most about my 
mother the first year she was gone, truly revisited her smile in the 
photographs and videos.

***
At the ArtCollaborative in 2011, my mother sits down for an inter-
view. Her hands still have clay on them and surrounding her are 
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sewing machines and wax paper and a printmaker—war preparation. 
The final cut is seven minutes, but after emailing the video editor, I 
received eleven minutes of additional footage. “Are you recording?” 
It was my first time hearing my mother’s voice in months. “Oh, yes. 
Lovely. Well, I’m not sure why I’m an artist, is the short answer. I 
began painting lessons when I was eight, but of course, I’ve been do-
ing creative things ever since I was really little like three, probably 
earlier. I didn’t really see this career path as a choice. Growing up I 
was good at math, good at chemistry, but art is how I contextualize 
the world. It’s how I feel most beautiful. So no, it wasn’t a choice. I 
see it in my daughter, you know, that impulse, that unique lens into 
the world. She’s very into rocket science. I take her to the communi-
ty library at least twice a week and that’s what makes her beauti-
ful. And I believe it. I believe she is going to Mars. Art is that same 
instinct, never losing that boldness and willingness to do unconven-
tional things and take people to extraterrestrial places."
 When I needed someone to talk to about life, I would stand 
at the American River overpass and read my journals to my mother. 
At midday after school let out, the spot where she jumped would be 
empty. I would stand there and try on her smile, her love, her power 
to memorialize a moment and frame it vividly. It started when I was 
sixteen. “I really love science,” I told her. “Today in biology class, we 
learned about the hippocampus, a brain region most often linked 
to episodic memory. The interesting part is it’s also associated with 
imagination. I think that’s Dad’s problem—half the time he’s remem-
bering, half the time he’s imagining and he doesn’t know the differ-
ence anymore. I wish I knew you without a middle man. He is always 
telling me stories.
 They’re beautiful stories, so I believe them even though I 
don’t trust them. Sometimes I wonder if I understand you. When I 
feel sadness and it compresses against my chest and I don’t know 
what to do or how to pass the time. I’m scared because you never 
figured it out and maybe genetics will prevent me from ever figuring it 
out.”
 My mother’s interview continues: “My art teacher once told 
me I needed to study creative writing because I have strange ways 
of discussing my artwork. But sometimes after you explain art, you 
wish you hadn’t. You wish you could take it back, all of your projec-
tions. They’re actually just your hopes. They’re actually just your 
insecurities. So I kind of abandoned the blurb, you know, the little 
plaque by the side of a painting. Why?  Because it’s reductionary and 
finite. I don’t understand my art, why should you? Life isn’t really 
linear, there is no story arc, so why should art have to be linear or 
achievable or inevitable when it’s not? You have to experience art 
and you have to experience life and it’s all a part of being human."
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 The worst part will always be that I grew up without a 
mother. I turned eighteen and celebrated at a strip mall with all of 
my friends. We took photos in a photobooth and stomached acidic 
juice cleanses and yummy cheese fries. We drove home on subur-
ban streets to our various families. I drove to a house with outdated 
paintings and peeling walls, but my father was very excited to receive 
me with “Happy Birthday”. He sung in his deep and sultry voice, and 
when it was over, I blew out the candles of a pre-packaged cake. I had 
good enough grades and did well on my SAT and was going to the 
University of California Berkeley to study astrophysics.
 On July 11th, 2019, the year I graduated from high school, the 
Folsom Water Conversatory printed out fliers and posted them at the 
American River overpass. I had brought my diary to share with my 
mother. The fliers were everywhere—large, neon and green. Appar-
ently, the overpass would get bulldozed in the winter so that a dam 
could be built in the following years. At the mouth of the river, a man-
made construction of salvation. So the new suburban families could 
shower in a year of plenty.

TIME FLOW/T'FILAH
Gabriela Orozco

In the room of a family that has decided to stop time
i stare at the moonlight, wonder how the window shutter
feels about being the gate between this world and mine
—
they literally decided to stop time
because G!d said so
or because G!d created a day in which time flowed differently
and so i flowed differently too
using footsteps instead of taking trains,

i flowed like so:
skirt brushing the tops of my knees
(out from their space, i’ll uncover my shoulders, but
I’ll keep this)
 i am teaching myself to love my tallis
 scrape it over my shoulders, bend over
 rows of chairs, touch strings to scroll and press to lips
—
And the friend with my uncle’s name
reminds me that each day I can thank
G!d -- or is it time? --- for bringing me
to this day
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—
in a city of too-tall looming sky-scratches
i ask for a brocha and two people answer
telling me how to thank G!d for trees,
  creation, swaying, the breeze, this, me,

This is it, i wonder, and i stop
  and marvel.
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CHRISTMAS TREE IN THE WINDOW
In July. In the middle of New York. Near Morningside Park. So who 
put you there? My cigarette singes the sidewalk. I stand dumb with 
the butt hanging from my mouth. My shift at the Chinese place just 
finished, but my toes feel numb with snow. Beads of sweat roll off 
the neck, but the more I stare, the more cold it feels. Is that smoke 
against the night, or the ghost of my breath? Was someone lonely? 
Go into storage and pull out a Christmas tree for company next to 
a glass of whiskey. Did they die with no one to clean the tree up? 
Slumped in front of a TV after working the same job day in and day 
out. Now’s time for the next shift. Fifteen minutes fly by. Hell, it’s 
hot. Passerbys by question why there’s twinkling in this deadbeat 
night.

Seowon (Angela) Lee



Alexander Hiller

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED CAME REALLY 
TRUE

                   Check it out        Fuccccckk you won’t believe it but -
     Did you know this ?                                                                She said yes to you

America switched to metric
Hey I wanted to talk to you                                      Our lips trap moisture naturally

Scientists can autotune all blizzards
Hey! Did you hear?                                 We can go back to the way things were

Crying is considered cool, emotions are hot
With every single breath you are defying death

Earlobes exist to be pierced by hunters and sailors
Your crush fell down the stairs while thinking of you

The waves crashing to shore are an endless conversation
You left your favorite jacket over at my place, it wasn't lost

Your enemy got clocked in the face, by a decade of bad choices
Nightly, Mt. Everest forms the largest triangle shadow in the world

Italians admit American food is better! Just open the window to hear 'em
Scientists agree you are still yourself even when thrashing in the deep far shore

A hundred thousand generations of snakes were born and died before one saw you
We almost lost our only Earth, to fire, heat and plastics, but we turned away in time

Her fingers tapped the guitar chords as she slept, this is the first recordings of a dream
Everyone on Earth stayed inside for 30 days straight and we no longer have colds and flus

They just approved your million dollar a year salary. You can afford a house in San Francisco
A new Hemingway letter reveals he bought all his stories from a hobo, he admits he has no talent

Your political enemies were arrested, they are all in jail now because you posted on an internet!
Snakes are now big enough to be ridden like horses, which is what they wanted all along!

Hey I saved you some food, I thought you might be hungry and so I thought of you.
They found Hamlet-Two written on clown bones in a sink everyone forgot about

You were right about everything really, I’m so sorry and I owe you an apology
Wake up! You’re only 9 and this is the first day of summer vacation

Gen Z agrees to stop saying dreams are free streaming content
George W. Bush just literally exploded, it was so crazy

Did you hear that?                  Can you stay with us? And keep us company? Please
Something will happen. I feel it. I know it will

Everything is going to be ok, really it is
Can you believe that shit                       Mexican food got better somehow!

It’s so crazy                                                                          You aren’t even really adopted
You actually are adopted

How could you miss it?                                                                                     Let’s go back
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SECOND EXILE
Gabriela Orozco

In cramped library stacks, itches on the back of my tongue, memo-
ries of overheard phone calls. A kind of catharsis: Only in mourning 
the inevitable — my abuela’s death, coming sooner (most certainly)
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than the end of an autocracy — am I able to mimic the sounds of my 
people, our cadence is catch all and caught in my chest. It is in the 
protest clips that I attest my accent matches theirs accented by rifle 
booms and rocks thrown towards the dictator’s swollen goons.

My abuela’s voice swings in my ear. The strength of her accent 
punctuated by my father’s mimicry of the way syllables fall out of 
her mouth so quickly. It’s that Central American cadence, a waterfall 
of rhythm where there is only rushing, stones skipping over streams, 
skimming, breaking, continuing.

In Spanish I skim articles for mentions of my father, command f 
and type out o r o z c o; most often, they follow with the name of his 
falsified crime. This is only his most recent exile, I must remem-
ber. There was no knife on the throat this time, only radio-gritado 
threats, detained friends (los desaparecidos, again). The reinforce-
ment of a border does not break him; my own are liquefying, dotted 
lines that crush lungs.

College is the building and breaking of new borders. Home looms 
farther away. And yet there are more of my people here than I ever 
knew. I’m missing, missing, yet never calling home, an attempt 
at reconstruction. I rewire the parts of myself — stolen electricity, 
volcanoes as blessings — that went unseen. I flip the switch. Here I 
retire from the urge to prove I am. The radio sputters.
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I reignite as my father prophesied.

ABECEDARIAN AS QUESTIONS MY YOUNGER 
BROTHER ASKS ME
About how many chocolate bars can you eat before you die of too 
much chocolate? Back when photos were in black in white, did 
people ever color them in with markers and pretend they had color 
cameras? Can I sleep in the bathtub so I scare Dad in the morning 
when he wakes up and goes to pee? Does it hurt the deer when their 
antlers fall out, or is it like losing a tooth? Everyone has to learn 
how to do math, like, everyone in the universe? For my birthday 
can I have a cake shaped like a really big Lego? Grandpa's gonna 
die before Grandma does? How many years do you have to go to 
school to be the guy who gets to feed penguins at the zoo? If you 
had to choose between saving me or saving the world from blowing 
up, would you still pick me? Just making sure, Mom is still working 
tonight? Karaoke is spelled like carry, like you carry something, and 
okie, like okie-dokie, right? Lies are still bad even if they're about 
bad haircuts? Mary had a little lamb is actually about Jesus? No one 
has invented jetpacks yet? Orange is the only word that doesn't have 
a rhyme? Penis is a bathroom word, or a really bad word? Quan-

Sylvi Stein
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tity is the one that's better than quality, or the other way around? 
Remember that time Dad climbed on the roof and you were crying 
so hard because Mom was crying because you thought he was gonna 
fall but he didn't? Stories can just end wherever you want them 
to, like even in the middle of a sentence? Too much of anything is 
bad for you, so even too much broccoli is bad for you? "Uncle" also 
means mercy, so why doesn't aunt mean revenge? Van Gogh was 
good at art because he was crazy, so do people ever go crazy on pur-
pose to be as good as he was? What? X-Men would beat the Aveng-
ers in a fight, right, because there's more of them, or do you think 
the Avengers would win because they're better at killing things? You 
like girls and guys or just guys or just girls? Zack is kind of a boring 
name, so from now on, call me Super-Liminal, okay?

LOS AMORES DE LOS DIVINOS1

Nova Rodriguez
if i knock the side of my head again… this time it’ll make it stop
i heard him talk to you once, it settled waves in my mind
they echo in my head an hour from now and i gasp for air
the gong is hit between my eyes, no me deja en paz2

vibrating from crown to root, i am a god of sorts
divino3, people say in passing
soy divino

the touch of their skin dips into my arm leaving indents of intrusion
moans in my ear are stored for later, a key to divinity
the darkness in the corner of my eyes moan in pain
doppler effect in my throat, the urge to speak comes and goes
no me tocas, soy divino4

me dicen…

the silences come to me when i stand in the living room
if i stare at your door i see scuttling around the edges
paranoia no me deja… she’s being consumed
like vultures overhead soy divino
dejame en paz

there are no longer butterflies
died of chronic naviety
but what rises is a brujo5

who talks to the in-between

1 This poem is bilingual, I will go on to translate as clearly as it goes. The title is "The 
loves of the divine"  2 leave me in peace      3 divine, i am divine
4 do not touch me, i am divine, they've said      5 witch       



y ella?
soy divino. la respuesta es sí6

i dreamt of you as an actress
como un divino7 i watched like a bystander
i wanted to consume you whole
i regress back into human form
yet the tips of my fingers are tinted blue
not willing to let go of the heavens

soy divino
y te tomo en la taza like a madman8

in hopes that you’ll be imprinted
woven in the voices

cuando la noche llega9

and vision escapes me again

quiero cerrar mis ojos10

y encontrate como la luna
and the tremors will come with
love, love, love
6 i am divine, the answer is yes
7 like one of the divine i watched like a bystander
8 i drink of your cup like a madman
9 when the night comes and vision escapes me again
10 i want to shut my eyes and find you like the moon, and the tremors will comes with 
love, love, love
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UNTITLED
Sophia Van Slyck

Sarah, you were once mine. 
You belonged to me in the days when my hair grew long and 
tangled with the grass when we lay outside your house on King. 
You belonged to my child heart as we played and snacked and 
shrieked and breathed in the summer. 
We were the cicadas, we were the neighborhood dogs. 
We saw ourselves reflected in the slow-falling droplets from the 
sprinklers and thought nothing of the end of time.

Your mother, arms trembling, hugged me tight against her dying 
body. 
That was before we knew what dying was.
Before my hair was cut short and yours stayed long. Before you left 
the house on King so your mother would tremble less. 



And still, at the sight of me, she shook. It was like she knew what I 
was.

Sarah, you were once mine. 
You belonged to me in the spaces between our hands and chests, 
between our clumsy, sweet words. 
Sarah, you were the last one in this town to love me. 

And now we stand facing each other, ourselves, but you cannot look 
at me. 
Have my hands grown that much?
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AN ELEGY TO A HEALTHY BODY IN BROAD 
STROKES
How long was it that you lived? 19 years? Only 1? The count of 19 
comes in because you were 19 when you got sick, when the healthy 
body died (what a devastating term to use but it is often said that 
grief is a huge part of chronic illness, and there really is something 
large to yourself that you lost here). The count of 1 comes in because 
you were 18 when you fell in love, cut your hair, became a little bit 
more yourself, were born-again as a dyke. And it was one year later 
that you got sick. How does it feel to lose part of the self you had just 
discovered?

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE IS A BITCH!

your body has turned against itself
you must tamp down the immune response

open your doors to all the warts and bumps and cold and MALAISE!
the new normal is much worse than the old one.

John Locke’s Socks: How much of me can wear away before I am 
indistinguishable from the old self? I can no longer trust my gut.

Who were you before you got sick? Sometimes it’s hard to remem-
ber, all I remember is god damn it you were funny! These days ever 
joke reeks of desperation and you’re never quite sure if you’re saying 
them right. 

The body remains but must be treated like the most finicky of house-
plants in order for it to survive. The flowers are rare and never quite 
as bright as they were before.

Ruby Landau-Pincus





LOVEBUGS
Tasnia Tahsa

 The color of this room is ugly. It’s somewhere between pur-
ple and blue, like a fresh bruise or an old plum. In the corner, where 
the light gets stuck behind the bookcase, it's too dark to see my 
fingertips. But I can still feel the rough patches in the fleece blanket 
where she had used too much laundry detergent.
 At least she smells good.
 Miya’s last room was like a swimming pool, chlorine with 
white and blue walls, the squeaking of floaties and flip flops replaced 
by the brain-pinching rhythm of bedsprings. I never usually had as 
much time to look around, I don’t really like to open my eyes, but 
when I did there was always something new and stupid staring back 
at me: a display set of toy cars, a hot pink karaoke machine, a clay 
sculpture of raw meat. They all look different in this room, lined up 
on the bottom shelf of the bookcase, they’re almost endearing.
 I’m awake now because she has never learned to stop snor-
ing.
 We aren’t quite on snore-talking terms, I think. Not yet. Not 
since I refused the toothbrush she bought me and she had gotten 
angry with me.
 “It’s a Thomas the Tank Engine toothbrush, because you 
loved that show as a kid and, well, I know Thomas is a bit of a boot-
licker but the rocket popsicle color scheme is so sick and...”
 When I said no, she looked down, then up, smiled, split the 
toothbrush in half decapitating Thomas, stood stuffing his remains 
into her pockets, and hugged me.
 I can feel her teeth against my ear. I like that sort of thing in 
the morning.
 “I wonder what would happen if I just bit through the car-
tilage,” she laughs, “Maybe a chunk out your ear would make you a 
better artist.”
 I don’t think it’s funny. She kisses the back of my head.
 “It’s wrong, you know. What you’re doing,” her eyes are 
stern and concerned as she watches me slowly slide a frozen hot dog 
out of the packaging and into a bowl of water.
 “Every morning, before school, I would make a corndog 
for breakfast,” I said, pressing the +30 button on the microwave as 
many times as my thumb felt necessary, “I’d walk up the hill, eat my 
corn dog, first the coat, and then the skin, and then the inside, and 
keep all the sticks. Then on Sunday, I’d paint the sticks the color that 
I felt all that week. And I’d make these little bird nests out of them.
And there were these birds that would come and look at the nests
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and I always wanted them to sit on them and stay but they never 
did.”
 The hotdog makes a popping noise in the microwave. I 
attempt to take it out with my bare hands, nearly burn myself. She 
stops me, uses her shirt to retrieve the bowl and a pair of tongs, 
places it onto a plate.
 “Why do you always wait until after things explode to take 
them out?” she asks, annoyance and amusement slathered on her 
words in equal portion. She uses a knife to cut the hotdog into eight 
perfect slices. I always use a fork. I watch, bored, brushing a lock of 
hair behind my ear, frizzed from steam, it doesn’t stay in place.
 “Well did they care at all?” she asks.
 “They’d take the blue sticks. They’d always be gone. I 
thought it was, like, symbolism. Them taking the blue days away.”
 “Oh, it was a Satin bowerbird.” “What?” “Males of the spe-
cies collect blue things. Blueberries, pens, bottlecaps, mostly trash. 
They just like blue things. Some sort of instinct. Gets them laid.”
 “Oh.”
 “We work with data from satin bowerbirds at work. We’re 
seeing if lovebug infections affect them differently than the mourn-
ing doves in my lab.” Miya’s has been collecting samples of rare 
beetles from upstate New York in all the places you’re told to wear 
long socks in. She first got the job the week we met. Our first date we 
spent 20 hours together. It took me 6 hours to hold her hand, 8 to 
kiss her, and 19 to sneak out of her bed while she was sleeping. My 
dog had died the day before. I never told her about him. When I was 
little my dad would take me to the city every weekend just to walk 
around and pet dogs. I was never allowed one as a kid. So when I ran 
away to live my homosexual lifestyle, I got a dog. Mostly because my 
dad wasn’t interested in taking me to pet dogs anymore. He doesn’t 
come to the city. And my dog got hit by a car.
 Our second date I ran into her at the soup kitchen I work 
at. I was so surprised I cut my finger and had to go home. Our third 
date she came to our picnic dressed in a sterile white hazmat suit. 
I laughed. She said they have to roll around on the floor to collect 
bugs for work. After, she spent 2 hours picking the tiny scattered 
dots from her lab partner’s suit, pinching the tweezers against some-
thing so small, so delicate.
 “It’s all so intimate. Ticks.”
 I imagine her and her lab partners, picking bugs off each 
other like primates, an affection so organic it makes my eyebrow 
twitch.
 “They burrow themselves into you.”
 She whispers this to me and it is chilling.
 “If you don’t realize soon enough, you can get them out, but 
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it’s still too late.”
 Sometimes I catch Mi staring at me. She is doting. She stirs 
together the solidifying parts of the smoothie she has every day for 
breakfast. It is sludgy. A bit of orange zest sticks to her front teeth 
when she smiles at me, giddy, dazzled. She used to look away before, 
embarrassed, but now she just keeps going.
 It feels so awful sometimes. I just want to pry her off of me.
 “It’s actually really interesting,” Miya says between chews 
of celery pulp, “ We’ve been doing the study with coupled birds now 
and it’s changed absolutely all of our findings. The bowerbirds seem 
relatively asymptomatic to lovesickness even when infected by the 
bug. The mourning doves freak out. They cling to another bird, their 
heart rate goes crazy, they stop eating and drinking, and they scream 
when they’re separated from the bird they’ve been subjected to the 
illness with. But the bowerbirds just get kind of clingy and super sad 
alone, which is weird in itself because they’re solitary birds.”
 Sometimes I catch myself looking at Mi. I look at the way 
her bangs curl into her eyes, how she blinks. She blinks a lot. Her 
eyelashes are long and curled from sleeping on her face. She gets 
eyelashes stuck in her eyes, peels her eyes open between her fingers, 
and asks me to blow. Her jaw looks like the slightly squished corner 
of a slice of bread. When she speaks about her work her ears pop up 
like she’s readily toasted. It’s one of the most beautiful things I’ve 
ever seen, probably.
 I bring my hands to cup her face and she is startled, but 
smiles idiotically. Instinctively, I mirror her expression. Press my 
nose against hers until I can feel those eyelashes fluttering open, 
closed, open, closed. I bring my lips to her ear, kiss where she can 
hear, whisper, “Thank you for the hotdog.”
 You’d think I’d have noticed it in the mirror, but I didn’t. 
There’s this crack in my mirror, right between my eyebrows, an op-
tical illusion that makes it look like my head is split open. And then 
I spend all my time running my finger up and down the bridge of my 
nose.
 I went to work before realizing it. My pants were too long 
so every step up the train station I stepped on myself. I resorted to 
walking with my legs apart and tip-toeing like a ballerina’s impres-
sion of a spider. A man on my train holds a corgi like a baby in his 
lap. The soft pink of their tongue spilling out of their mouth between 
wide-eyed smiles. The dog looks up at him, the man meets their 
gaze, both are thoughtless in their adoration.
 Being a dishwasher at a soup kitchen has many perks. When 
I stick my hand into the oily, brown mush residue of an industri-
al-sized pan of meatloaf and swirl my finger into the drain catcher to 
relieve the accumulating water, I forget all of these perks. My



supervisor put me in charge of volunteers. A teenager leans over my 
shoulder and gets sprayed with chunky water from the pan. They’re 
unsure of what to do with themselves. I’d let them to the dishes, but 
then I’d be left without a purpose. The teen is chatty.
 Last week they told me they wanted to be a doctor, but now 
they want to be a psychologist. As a former psychology major, I do 
not endorse this. I ask them about school, about their dogs, and 
their parents. School is bad, their dogs are good, their parents “are 
parents.” They sway from one foot to another, undoing and redoing 
the knot around their plastic apron. I’d never noticed it before, but 
teenagers in conversations of this sort never ask you questions. It’s 
just not the way they’ve learned to talk to adults. They just learned 
to listen and to answer. Although eventually they do ask:
 “How long have you been working here?”
 “Oh, like a while now, years.”
 “That’s so crazy, so you go to the college here?”
 “I used to,” I scratch at hardened cheese with a loosening 
bundle of iron wool, it is unpleasant.
 “Oh, what now, though?”
 They wait for me to finish my dishonest answer. I reach over 
for a new sponge and they stare at the temporary gap between my 
bellybutton and pelvic bone. They frown.
 “What’s that?”
 “A really bad tattoo of a heart,” I am embarrassed.
 “No, that.”
 For a second I think it’s a mole, but no.
 I’ve been bitten by the lovebug.
 I tell my boss I cut my finger.
 I don’t know how ticks work. Miya has been trying to 
explain them to me for months now and every time I am too over-
whelmed with the feeling that I am covered with them. It sends a 
shiver down my spine and I am left frantically shaking my hair and 
limbs to get them off of me. I nearly break my credit card smacking 
it against the subway turnstile.
 When I rush into the apartment, Miya doesn’t notice. She is 
in the bedroom, hanging a painting I made of the view from the roof 
of my old place. During the summer we would climb out the window 
onto the roof every sunset to say goodbye to the sun and hello to the 
moon. Our friends would sit on the green table and fancy toddler 
chairs we found on the street with one foot parked perpendicular 
against the ledge. The Manhattan skyline is to our left, but we look 
down at the Speedway instead. The gas station provides live enter-
tainment. In the painting, there are three ice cream trucks in a line 
waiting impatiently for a large man to finish filling up his tiny car. 
The man, oblivious to this inconveniencing, looks to be the height of
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a child peering into the window of the first ice cream truck to ask for 
what will later be confirmed to be a rocketpop. Miya and I watch for 
hours, sketching and narrating the eventual fist fight that takes place 
between three ice cream men. She gives the man a nasally voice that 
is both assertive and pubescent. She quickly draws him using his 
tiny car as ice skates, skidding across a lemon and blue raspberry 
sorbet. I laugh so hard that I start to hiccup between kisses.
 She is listening to my favorite of her playlists while peeling 
apart the command strips. Watching her now feels as voyeuristic 
as watching that fight. There is a feeling in the pit of my stomach, a 
rising bubble, like the hiccups, uncontrollable.
 “Mi,” I find myself saying.
 She drops the painting. I pick it up and get smudges of blue 
on my fingertips. I can’t see the color anymore when I lean into her 
in the corner where the light gets stuck behind the bookcase. I can 
feel the blood coursing through my veins faster and wonder whether
it’s the spreading of the bite’s infection. Could I tell the difference 
between love and sickness? Was there a difference? Does it even 
matter?
 When Miya’s nervous she tugs, at her sleeves, at her ear, at 
her hair. She tries to resist the urge, reaches for her hair, then runs a 
hand through her head so her bangs are sticking straight up. I laugh. 
I keep laughing.
 Someone told me where the word “placebo” comes from the 
other day, but I don’t remember.
 All I can think of is her and how nervous I am. Concern 
wrinkles her forehead as she stands up from the bed to meet my 
gaze. I try not to close my eyes.
 “I love you.”
 I say it for the first time.
 It feels like vomiting.
 Her expression is odd. The kindness that usually sits on the 
surface of her skin looks scrubbed clean. Reflecting back at me in-
stead is something closer to my own cautiousness. She looks down, 
then brings her hands up to tug softly at the belt loops of my jeans. 
As she pulls me closer, I feel her squish the bug with her thumb. 
Almost like she knew exactly where it was.
 I remember it now, it was that kid from the soup kitchen.
 “Placebo, yeah, it’s latin for ‘please me.’ Isn’t that interest-
ing? It’s kind of crazy how…”
 Please Mi.
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Hold fast to the spirit of 
youth, let years to come 

do what they may.
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